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Jimmy Jigsaw has begun.

Help me rhyme and have some fun.

I will wait for your replies,

let us start with Jimmy’s...

...eyes



From a very central place 

there's a thing on Jimmy’s face, 

that can smell a blooming rose,

yes, exactly, it’s his…

...nose



Those two flaps on Jimmy’s head 

sometimes turn a little red,

catching everything he hears,

can you find them – Jimmy’s…

...ears



Jimmy needs this crack to shout   

or to cry or laugh out loud.

From his nose, a little south

you will find his smiling…

...mouth



This one holds a billion facts

and decides how Jimmy acts.

Every pleasure, every pain

is remembered by his…

...brain



On his head, right on the top,

it will grow and never stop,

waving softly in the air,

can you see his short, blond…

...hair



If he wants to climb or crawl,    

give a hug or throw a ball

or pick pears at Granny’s farm

he will have to use an...

...arm



And when Jimmy wants to draw,      

dig a hole or use a saw,      

whether Jimmy sits or stands,

he will always use his…

...hands



Jimmy needs them every day

when he’s running out to play.

They are long and rhyme with eggs!

Let’s move on and find his...

...legs



Then when Jimmy rides his bike,

or desides to take a hike,

or if jumping down the street,

he will always use his…

...feet



Look inside him - this is fun!

There is Jimmy’s skeleton.

What’s it made of, - sticks and stones?

No, it’s made of different… 

...bones



This one pumps and pumps away

to keep Jimmy up all day.

Every single body part

will get blood from Jimmy’s...

...heart



Jimmy’s body will depend

on some help to make it bend:

Pulling, stretching, - what a puzzle,

everywhere you’ll see a...

...muscle



But if Jimmy looked like that,

he would scare his mom and dad.

That’s why everything within,

must be covered by his…

...skin



Jimmy does what he is told, 

to avoid to catch a cold.

So, last thing before he goes:

Can you help him find his...

...clothes



Jimmy Jigsaw, now he’s done,

and it’s time to carry on.

You did well on each reply!

Now it’s time to wave GOODBYE!
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